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LATENT FAILURES AND COVERAGE IN FAULT-TOLERANT SYSTEMS P

Hassanein H. Amer and Edward J. I'Cluskey

Center for Reliable Computing
Computer Systems Laboratory, Stanford University

Stanford, CA 94305, USA

ABSTRACT systematically exercises each of the two modules

i.e. both modules are Interchangeably connected to
A method Is presented to include the effects of the system bus. The faults are classified and it

latent failures in the coverage parameter is shown how to include the faults in the hardware
calculation for fault-tolerant systems. Programs recovery mechanism in the coverage model of CARE r
for estimating the reliability of fault-tolerant III. As In [Amer 86a]. the reliability estimate
systems do not explicitly take into account the obtained from CARE III is conservative when
effect of latent failures in the hardware recovery compared to an estimate obtained from a model
mechanism. This paper shows how to Incorporate specific to the system.
these failures in the fault-handling (coverage) It is then shown that a simplified version of
model of CARE III. The method presented produces the CARE III coverage model produces a reliability
an excellent estimate of the reliability of the estimate that is Identical to that obtained from a
fault-tolerant system when incorporated into CARE model specific to the system under study. It is

III. conjectured that the computer roudoff error is
responsible for the difference between the

I INTRODUCTION estimates obtained from the original and simplified
coverage models. Since the system being analyzed

Analytical models have been developed to is very simple, the interarrival time between
estimate the reliability of computer systems, failures will be much longer than the time needed
These models can be applied to a large class of to recover from a failure. Therefore, it is
fault-tolerant systems [Bavuso 84] [Bridgman 84]. reasonable to neglect the recovery time in the r
The user must calculate the required parameters for fault-handling (coverage) model of CARE III.
these models. One of these parameters is the In Sec. 2, the system is described. The faults
coverage, the conditional probability of are divided into different classes and some
successful error recovery given that an error has examples are given to show the effect of the faults
occurred [Borgerson 75] (Bouriclus 71]. Error in the recovery mechanism on the reliability of the
recovery consists of error detection, isolation and system. Only permanent faults are modeled. In
system reconfiguration. The sensitivity of Sec. 3, a reliability model is developed that is
reliability to a amall error In the coverage specific to the system under study. In Sec. 4, the
estimation 1i well known [Arnold 72]. The coverage parameters and the reliability of the
reliability of the hardware responsible for the system are calculated using the models in CARE III.
error recovery must be taken Into account (Losq Special attention is given to the calculation of
75]. the coverage parameter "c" or the probability of a

CARE III is a well-known automated reliability failure not being lethal to the system [Bavuso 843.
model. It has a separate model for the coverage In The reliability calculated using CARE III is then
which It is assumed that the isolation of a compared to a reliability prediction obtained from
detected error and the recovery from it will always the Markov model described In Sec. 3. It is shown
be successful [Bavuso 81] (Trivedl 81]. Thus, the that the CARE III models produce a conservative
coverage model In CARE III takes only error estimate of reliability. In See. 5, the fault-
detection Into account. Furthermore, CARE III does handling (coverage) model in CARE III Is modified
not explicitly model latent faults in hardware to eliminate the parameters and states involving
recovery Mechanisms. Latent faults are faults that recovery time. The reliability estimate obtained
will not generate errors until another fault occurs using the simplified model is identical to the one
[Siewiorek 82]. obtained when using the specific model.

In (Amer 86s], a stand-by spare system was
designed. The system had a hardware recovery 2 THE FAULT-TOLERANT SYSTEM
mechanism. The faults were analyzed and Classified
to point out the difficulties encountered In the The function of the system is equivalent to
calculation of the coverage parameters. The fault- that of a 2-input OR gate. Figure 1 shows the
handling (coverage) model of CARE III had to be fault-tolerant system. It has two inputs: Bus-1
used twice: once for the latent faults In the and Bus-2. There are two Identical outputs: Bus-
recovery mechanim and once for the other faults in out-1 and Bus-out-2. The system consists of twothe system (active module, stand-by module and identical modules (X and Y). Mdule X consists of
recovery mechanism). an OR gate and a NAND gate with two inverted

In this paper, the circuit presented In (Amer inputs. In the fault-free situation, the outputs
86s] is modified. The hardware recovery mechanism of the OR and NAND gates are Identical. The NAND

I.
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gate Is redundant and is used for error detection made more reliable by having two redurdant switches
within the module. An EXCLUSIVE-OR gate (the as In the Bus Guerdians of the FTMP [Hopkins 78].

detector) compares the outputs of the OR and NAND The emphasis in this paper Is on the calculation of
gates to detect any error. The output of the OR the parameters necessary for the reliability
and NAND gates are connected to the bus through two models, not on the design of reliable systems.

buffers with 3-state outputs. Module Y is The fault model used in this analysis will be
identical to module X. The switch (in each module) the permanent single stuck-at fault model. The
is Implemented by an OR gate, a D latch and two effect of temporary failures on the system in
gates to control the buffers. Initially, the D Fig. 1 is discussed In [Amer 86b]. The faults are
latches are reset (QaO and Q iuO). The buffers are divided Into five classes in order to calculate the

controlled by the states of the two latches and by coverage parameters. Three of these classes

the logic value of the signal on Bus-1 (one of the correspond to faults In modules X and Y:

inputs). In the fault free situation. Q and Q y 1) Undetectable faults: Since a fault in lead A

are both equal to 0. odule X will be connected to (input from Bus-i) for example, will have the same

the bus when the signal on Bus-1 has a logic value effect on both inputs of the EXCLUSIVE-OR sate, It

0 and module Y will be connected to the bus when is undetectable and the system fails (incorrect

the value of the signal on Bus-1 is a logic 1. data on the output bus). An undetectable fault

This way, modules X and Y will be systematically will only cause a system failure if it occurs in a

exercised (or "flexed"). If an error is detected module connected to the bus at the time of the

in one of the two modules, this module is fault.

permanently disconnected roam the system bus. if 2) Detectable faults: A fault in lead E (input to

the EXCLUSIVE-OR gate In module X, for example, NAND gate). for example, will only affect one or

detects a discrepancy between the outputs of the OR the inputs of the EXCLUSIVE-OR gate. It will be

and HAND gates, the latch toggles, module X is detected and the switch will permanently disconnect

permanently disconnected from the bus and module Y mpdule X from the bus and connect module Y.

Is permanently connected to it. 3) Fatal faults: C s-a-O (output of primary
buffer), for example, can (if C should be 1) force
incorrect data on the output bus and the system

fC A will immediately fail, irrespective of which module
H& (X or Y) is connected to the bus at the time of the

H2 Mlfault.
F ax M2 Two fault clases need to be defined for the
A2 recovery mechanism:

a- M 4) Faults causin premature switching: J s-a-1
,2 

"
a 

-  n- S (detector output), for example, will cause module X
02 to be permanently disconnected from the bus even

though it (module X) is fault-free.

.. p1 5) Latent faults: A latent fault in the detector

R2 or switch will not produce an error until a fault

occurs in the module they are connected to. J s-a-

C D L 0 (detector output), for example, will not produce
OX' an error until the EXCLUSIVE-OR gate detects an

, S. - 3 error in module X.

________ Table I Fault Classification

Group WtL] 3-a-O s-a-1 class

0y MI 'Module X: 1 20 !E,F,G,B2.:E,F,G,B2, :detect.
N r :G1,H,Hi. :G1,H,H1,
SI : :AI,A2,Bi :AI,A2,B1

2 8 :A,B,G2,H2:A,BG2.H2 :undetecto
&I IDI 1 3 1 4 :C,D :C,D :fatal

:Detector: I 1 ;J :latent
1 5 1 premature:

:switching:

Fig. I Fault-tolerant Systam Switch 6 5 :K,,,N11 :latent
* 111,2

7 16 :L,P,R,R1,:K,L,PR.V,:fatal

For this system, the recovery mechanism Is more I R2.V,S :M2,R1,R2,S;

complex than the redundant nodules that Implement 8 3 ;N,NM1 :premature:
the O function. A more realistic syste would ! Iswitching;
have two complex functions (with a large number of -

gates) Instead of the OR and NAND gates. However.
It was decided to analyze the system In Fig. I for Wil) x Number of faults in group i
Its simplicity. Furthermore, the system could be

A .
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Latent faults and faults causing premature unreliability when calculated using CARE III (see
switching are Identical to the "unsafe" and "safe" Secs. 4 and 5).
faulta described in (Losq 75]. There are also
fatal faults in the switch. If lead I (primary
buffer enable signal) is s-O, for example, both
modules (I and Y) will be disconnected from the bus
(when the logio value of the signal on Bus-I a 0) Unreliability x 10.
and the system will fail. Urlaiiyx1,

The fault classification is shown In Table 1.
Only the faults In module X and the detector and
switch connected to it, are shown. The 30 CARE IlI
classification of the faults In module Y and the

detector and switch connected to It Is Identical to

that shown In Table 1. The faults are divided into 20
eight groups. Each row in Table 1 correspondsi to a
group and each group corresponds to one of the
classes described above. Fare than one group can 10 CARE IIl (simplified) &
belong to the same class. Groups 3 and 7, for model specifictosystem
example, both consist of fatal faults. The total m-
number of faults in group i is equal to Will.

3 RELIABILITY CALCULATION USING 1000 2000 3000 4000 time
A SPECIFIC NODEL (hours)

Figure 2 shows the Narkov model used to Fig. 3 System Unreliability Calculated Using
calculate the reliability of the system under Model Specific to System, Original and
study. This model takes into account the order In Simplified CARE III Coverage Model
which the different faults occur. It is assumed
that the failure rate of any gate or latch in the
system is equal to 2z and that the 3tuck-et-0 and
stuck-at-1 faults are equally likely (each with a A
failure rate of z). Assuming also that all holding ,
times (times spent In each state) are exponentially
distributed, the transition rates will be the sum cE(t)
of the appropriate WEil's multiplied by z (see (1-c)E(t")
Table 1). Solving the Narkov model, the system
ureliability is obtained as follows [Trivedi 82]: _4' AA

Ulreliability(t) a P (System failure at time t)

Fig. 4 CARE Ill Coverage Model
2 x z x Wi Z x (2: WVi] + 27. Wbj1)
. . . i 1 .5 , 81 1 2 .5 .8, ,

_ 1 Module was disconnected i-,,, .7

J- from the bus J
4 RELIABILITY CALCULATION USING CANE III

xTW[ In this section, the fault Classification

Faltfrystaiuem pareteds inr Se 2iu s~d tovdeeraie thdel

"automated reliability model" [Bridgman 84]. It
in 1, 5.8can be divided into two parts :the aggregate model

and the fault-handling (coverage) model. The
i 4,6 latter describes the recovery process in detail.

L t lMore Information about CARE III can be found in
Latentfaultin .-- IBvu3o 84]. (Trivedi 81). Figure 4 3hows the

recovery mechanism single fault-handling model. A fault (with rate
f(t)) causes the system being modeled to go to

zx(W1I+(2x:Wi])) state A. The fault is active but no error exists
i. 2,3,7 yet. The fault produces an error (at a rate r(t'))

Fig. 2 Reliability model specific to system in Fig. 1 and the system goes from state A to state AE. if
the error 1 not fatal, the system Will go to state
AD  ( at a rate E(t") and with a conditional

In Fig. 3, the unrelijbility is plotted (for z probability c). If the error is fatal, the system
1 FIT 1 fsilure/jO hours) along with the will go to state F. Both t' and t" are random

variables. It is assumed here that they are

Ij;



distributed exponentially. 1/r(t t) Is the average faults in the system into latent and non-latent is

time for a fault to produce an error and 1/E(t") is the best way of including the faults in the

the average time for that error to be detected (or hardware recovery mechanism In the coverage model

cause a system failure). State AD indicates that of CARE III.

the error was detected; it is assumed in CARE III In Fig. 5, the fault-handling model is applied

that the isolation of the error and the recovery to the faults In modules X and Y as well as the

from It will always be auccessful. non-latent faults in the recovery mechanism. The

Only permanent faults are considered here. The parameter c (probability that the system can

fault-handling model should be able to represent recover from the error) is estimated as the ratio

all the faults in the 1-out-of-2 system under of the faults that are not fatal to the total

study. A latent fault (J a-a-O for example) will number of non-latent faults.

only affect the system after an error In module X.
The parameter t' (time for fault to produce an Sum Wti] L=1,5,8
error) will be many orders of magnitude larger than C

that of a detectable fault In module X. Therefore, Sum Wt]i ix1,2,3,5,7,8
the latent faults cannot be handled like the other
faults. The system could be divided into two Since the system is very simple and the clock

subsystems: Modules X and Y and the recovery cycle is many orders of magnitude smaller than the

mechanim. The double fault-handling model in CARE mean time between faults, the parameters r(t') and

III r!r.uso S4] can be used to describe the E(t") are both assumed to be large and constant.

dep4-.. - , between the faults in the two

sub ysems. . z x (I_ w[i] + 2 1T wbj])
2 x z x -w[i AI, 2.58

i. 2,3,7 j=3,
(1-cEtt"

2zTWji] r(r') (-),ZZ

5.7.8 Fig. 7 Simplified coverage model
for non-latent faults

- Fault-free State

Fig. 5 CARE III with Non-latent Faults

2z.W[i] c=o 0.A

Fig. 8 Simplified coverage model

for latent faults

Fig. 6 CARE III with Latent Faults
The latent faults in the recovery mechanism are

treated separately as shown in Fig. 6. The
parameter c, in this case, is equal to zero because
any fault in a module whose recovery mechanism is

However, It will be Impossible to distinguish the disabled, will lead to a system railure. E(t") is

latent faults from the rest of the faults In the assigned a large constant while r(t') is equal to

recovery mechanism. A solution for this problem is the sum of the failure rates of the non-latent

to divide the faults in the system Into two types: faults in the system. The reliability Is

1) Latent faults. 2) All other faults In the calculated as follows [Trivedi 81]:
system (non-latent faults). Hence, the fault-
handling model has to be used twice. Dividing the Reliability(t) 1-Pfbeing in state F at time t)

I ,",t '.', '.'."-',¢. ".'. '. ';' "." ', ' ... " ..." . .. "" " " ""'" " " "V " %
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The reliability of the whole system will be the coverage model.

product of the rellabilities calculated from the c

above two models (Figs. 5 and 6). The ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
unreliability Is shown in Fig. 3 for z z 1 FIT (Nil
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a new design technique for fully- T.

testable CMOS combinational circuits and a 3-pattern test
scheme to detect switch-level (stuck-open and stuck-on) P2 B
faults. A fully-testable combinational circuit is
implemented with specially designed gates that have no PD
undtectable stuck-on faults. Switch-level faults in this c P0
type of combinational circuit can be detected with a 3-
pattern test scheme. These 3-pattmn tests are easy to Z
generate with a gate-level automatic test pattern nerator
(ATPG) that offers better performance than a switch-level A N I
ATPG.N3 

C
1 INTRODUCTION B N2

CMOS circuits possess certain unique failure modes N D
that cannot be detected by a stuck-at fault test set. These
failure modes ae better modeled at the ransistor circuit or
the switch level as FET stuck-open faults and FET stuck-on Figure 1. An FCMOS gate example.
faults [Wadsack 78).

A asa-en fault requires a sequence of two a combinational circuit consisting of interconnections of
consecutive patterns to guarantee detection. However, testable gates. [Malaiya 82] proposed a current
these 2-pattern tests can potentially be invalidated by monitoring technique to detect stuck-on faults.
s-ay circuit delays Reddy 83]. The algorithm to generate Nonetheless, this technique will slow down functional test
valid robust 2-patern tests is computationally complex. substantially and prohibits the use of dynamic circuit
It has been reported that a switch-level, stuck-open fault structures that draw steady-stale current.
ATPG may require an order of magnitude more CPU time to This paper describes a new CMOS circuit design
generate tests than a gate-level, stuck-at fault ATPG, and it technique for switch-level testability. The technique
can only achieve stuck-open fault coverage of up to 70% considers both the stuck-open fault and the stuck-on fault.
on lae ICs [Moritz86]. It creates testable combinational circuits for which a

"Aack-on fault presents a different testing problem. conventional gate-level ATPG can generate tests.
Consider the logic gate shown in Fig. 1. The test pattern
that should detect FET N2 stuck on is (0, 0, 1, 0). 2 TESTABLE DESIGN TECHNIQUES
However, this input combination creates a short between A CMOS combinational circuit consists of various
Vdd and ground within the faulty gate. If the circuit is P- tyes of logic gates: primitive gates (e.g. inverter, NAND,
dominant (i.e. the Wransconductance of every PFET is much MR) and complex gats (e.4. AO gate, OAI gate). Most
larger than every NFET), then the voltage level at output logic gates have xe aotowig properties: (1) each logic
node Z will be close to 5 volts. In this cas, the faulty gte input is connected to the transistor gate terminals of
gate output will be reognized at s t the fault-free Ch a PFET and an NFET, and (2) the pull-up network
gate output and die fault is not detected. These provides conduction paths for all input combinations forundetectable faults we difficult to identify sad should be which the output node is one; the pull-down network
removed from the fault list. fLusky 851 reported that the provides conduction paths for all input combinations for
presence of undetectable stuck-on faults in a CMOS VLSI which the output node is zero. These gates will be referred
circuit will substantially slow down switch-level ATPG and to as Fu/dy CoH p/amieary MOS (FCMOS) gaes in this
fault simulation prograns. paper. The logic gate of Fig. 1 is an example of FCMOS

Due to the difficulty of testing for switch-level faults gates. Gates that are not FCMOS gates are often used as
in conventional CMOS circuits, design for testability O buffers and in busses, and examples of these gates can
(DFT) techniques were proposed to offer circuit structures be found in [Reddy 84].
which have better testability for switch-level faults. [Jha
85; McCluskey 81; Reddy 83) proposed testable desicmethods to facilitate the detection or stuck-open faults in 21 Circit design for stuck-open fault testability
a single logic gat. Stuck-on fault testability was not This subsection summarizes a circuit stucture and its
addressed. [Zasio 85] described a layout method to test scheme presented in [Liu 6a1.
decrease the probability of stuck-open fault occurrence in Detecting a stuck-open fault in an FCMOS gate
gate array chips, but his method cannot be generalized to requires two patterns. The first pattern (initializing input)
custom VLSI circuits. [Brzozowski 85] presented a testable is applied to charge or discharge the gate output, and the
late design method for both stuck-open and stuck-on second pattern (tea input) is applied to change the value
aults. However, the method cannot be easily extended to of the otput node through the faulty FET. A simplified 2-

a oo
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pattern lest which uses either an all-one or an all-zero and Cn is set to one.
pattern as the first input pattern is easier to generate than With the addition of blocking FETs, every stuck-on
other 2-pattern tests. These simplified patterns were fault in the pull-down and pull-up network of a SOFT gate
proved to be valid under stray circuit delays. is detectable by a pair of test patterns. (Stuck-on faults in

To apply simplified patterns to an embedded FCMOS blocking FETs require a special testing technique, and will
gate, the combinational circuit must be implemented as be discussed in Section 3) First, an input pattern is
shown in Fig. 2. In this figure, an inverting buffer is applied to the SOFT gate to provoke the stuck-on fault and
added to every FCMOS gate which drives other FCMOS propagate its faulty effect (an intermediate voltage level)
gate(s). If all the primary input literals (x and x) are set to the output node. Second, an iput pattern is applied to
to zero, then all of its FCMOS gate inputs are initialized de-activate one of the blocking FETs which breaks the
to zero; if all the primary inputs are set to one, then all short between Vdd and ground. The output node will then
of its FCMOS gate inputs are initialized to one. be charged or discharged to a faulty value through the
Therefore, it is straightforward to generate the first input stuck-on FET and the fault is thus detected.
pattern for simplified 2-pattern testing of any embedded
FCMOS gate. Eaniple 1: If FET N2 in Fig. 3(b) is stuck-on, find a

pair of testpatterns for this fault.
The following input patterns can detect the stuck-onA .- 4-]. _.- fault in PET N2:

B {(Cp', Cn, A, B, C, D)} -

Z Th((,1,1,0,,0), (111,110,1,0)).
The first input pattern creates a short in the faulty SOFT
gate but not in the fault-free gate, and sets the output node

'- to an intermediate voltage level (x). The second pattern
turns FET Pb off and discharges the faulty gate output to
zero. However, the fault-free gate output node is at a high-
impedance state and will remain at one. Therefore, the[ ]- FCMOS gate 0 inverting buffer stuck-on fault is detected.

eA combinational circuit can be constructed by
interconnecting SOFT gates. However, this presents a

Figure 2. Block diagram of a testable circuit. problem when testing for stuck-on faults. In Fig. 4,
assume a stuck-on fault exists in the pull-down network of
SOFT gate A. Applying a pair of test patterns to this2.2 Circuit design for stuck-on fault testabiUty logic gate will force the output node U to change from an

The following definitions describe a logic gate intermediate voltage (x) to zero because the second pattern
structure in which every stuck-on fault in the pull-up and will set Cp' to one. However, the transition at node U (x
the/pull-down networks is detectable. to zero) cannot change the logic value at the output node

ion: A Stuck-On Fault Tesnable (SOFT) gate is V because the pull-up network of SOFT gate B is also
constructed by adding two FETs (blocking FETs) and two disconnected from Vdd. Therefore, the faulty effect in gate
input lines to an FCMOS gate, Fig. 3(a). FET Pb A will not be propagated through gate B to an observable
connects Vdd to the pull-up network and FET Nb connects output.
ground to the pull-down network. Input line Cp' controls
PETPb and input line Cn controls FET Nb.

Gate A Gate B
Vdd Cp' 4, *Vdd Vdd

Cp' Pb P2 Dp B

pull-up A' PI C ,4 -D v V
n e tw o r k 

U 
p 4VD

I: z Cn

p-on Al NI 3 represents a stuck-on fault.

N -N2 N3 D Figure 4. A cascade of SOFT gates.
4Cn -i Nb B N N2

Coc-1 An obvious solution to this error propagation_ problem is to use two sets of Cp and Cn signals to
(a) (b) control SOFT gates in an alternating fashion. Howeve,

this solution increases wiring complexity and complicates
the control circuitry. A better solution is to add

Figure 3. A stuck-on fault testable gate. inverting buffers between SOFT gates so that the
(a) Block diagram. (b) An example. combinational circuit conforms to the structure shown in

Fig. 2 except that FCMOS gates are replaced by SOFT
gates. Notice these inverting buffers do not include

Definition: The input lines to the pull-up and pull-down blocking FETs. Due to the buffer, gate B will receive an
network of a SOFT gate are called functional inputs. Input input transition from x to one instead of x to zero. When
lines Cp' and Cn of a SOFT gate are called control inputs. the second input pattern is applied to the CUT, the control
During normal operation, control input Cp' is set to zero input Cn is set to one so that every pull-down network is

connected to ground. An x-to-one transition at the input -,
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of gae B can propagate to its output. Thus, a stuck-onfault in this circuit structure can be detected with a pair of Table 1. A summary of test patterns for a SOFT gate.paucrns.

2.3 Fully testable circit structure Test for a stuck-on fault.
In summary, a fully testable combinational circuit Fault in the PU-network

can be defined as follows: Fault in the PD-network I
Defniti" A fidly te.ab combiwiaenaI circit is amulti-level combinational circuit which consists of SOFT Cp Z Z Cp' Cn I Z Zgates and inverting buffers. An inverting buffer is placedat the output of every SOFT gate which drives another 0 1 Ta x 0 1 Tb 0 xSOFT gas).

Two combinational circuits were examined to evaluate 1 Ta 0 0 0 Tb 0* 1the impact of the proposed design technique on circuit area - Y=and speed. These were an 8-to-I multiplexer (MUX81H) Test for a stuck-open fault.and a 4-bit adder (FA4) [LSI 85]. The average area Testfor__ _tuk-oen___ul .overhead was found to be approximately 25%. This figurerepresents a worst case estimate because no attempt was Fault in the PD-network Fault in the PU-networkmade to reduce the overhead by sharing blocking FETs orby minimizing device sizes. The performance impact was Cp' Ca I Z Z* Cp' Ca I Z Z*determined by SPICE simulations using parameters fromStanford University's Center for Integrated Systems CMOS 0 1 all-0 1 1 0 1 all-I 0 0process. The average critical path delay of the twotestable designs was increased by 15%. 0 1 Tc 0 1 - 0 1 Td 1 0-

2.4 Three-pattern testing of switch-level faultsThis subsection discusses how to combine the test Z: fault-free output Z*: faulty outputpatterns for a stuck-open fault and a stuck-on fault so that x: intermediate voltage 00: high-impedance 0they can be tested by a sequence of three test patterns. PU-network: pull-up network 10: high-impedanceFurthermore, it will be shown that these 3-pattern tests PD-network: pull-down network
can be derived from a gate-level, stuck-at fault ATPG.

Test patterns for detecting switch-levei faults in aSOFT gate are shown in Table 1. In this table, both Ta Corollary 1: (Three-pattern test) In a SOFT gate, everyand Tb are input patterns for provoking the stuck-on faults stuck-open fault and its dual stuck-on fault can be testedin the SOFT gate; Tc and Td are input patterns for with a 3-pattern test.detecting stuck-open faults. For stuck-on fault patterns, A 3-pattern test for a SOFT gate is shown inthe second input pattern is identical to the first input Table 2. TA and TB are test input patterns for stuck-openpattern except for the control inputs. The second pattern faults. The first two (TI and T2) patterns will detect amust turn off one of the blocking FETs so as to break the stuck-open fault and the last two (172 and T3) patterns willshort in the faulty logic gate. The location of the stuck- detect the dual stuck-on fault. Only the T2 pattern needson fault within the SOFT gate determines the input pattern to be generated, the Ti and T3 patterns are then easilyfor control inputs. For example, if a stuck-on fault is in determined. As a matter of fact, the T2 pattern can bethe pull-down network, the second pattern is required to generated by a gate-level, stuck-at fault ATPG.set input Cp' to one so as to isolate the pull-up networkfrom Vdd. For stuck-open fault patterns, the initializing Table 2. 3-pattern tests for a SOFT gate.input pattern is similarly determined by the location ofthe fault within a SOFT gate. For example, if the stuck- "open fault is in the pull-down network, an all-zero pattern PU-network stuck-open stuck-onis used for the functional inputs to charge the output node PD-network stuck-on stuck-open
_ Cp'Cn I ZZ* Cp'Cn I ZZ"Next, we introduce the concept of duality within aSOFT gate. TI 0 1 all-I 00 0 1 all-0 IDefuzion: The PFET Pi and NFET Ni whose transistor-.teFterminals are controlled by the same inut line i of T2 , I TA aO* 0 lTB 01°

1* gate are called the associate FETs o input line i. T3 I I TA 1 0 0 =TB 0 1FET Pi is called the dual FET of Ni and vice versa.
Definition: Within a SOFT gate, if a PFET Pi has a stuck-
open fault, its dual fault is defined as a stuck-on fault in For the purpose of test generation, a CMOS logicits dual FET Ni; similarly, the dual fault of a stuck-on For te prpse oftest gec a oS logicPFET Pi is defined as a stuck-open fault in the dual FET gate can be representd either at thc switch level or at theNi. logic gate level. For example. Fig. 5 shows two differcntThe following lemma is due to [Chiang 83]. representations of a SOFT gate. Notice that the blockingThfol lemma a i F o an 8831. CO gth esiu FETs of a SOFT gate are ignored when deriving theLemn 1: (Duality) For an FCM S gate, the test input equivalent gate-level representation. Each stuck-at faultpattrn for a stuck-open fault will detect a stuck-on fault in on an input line in Fig. 5(b) corresponds to two switch-itsidual FET if thatsuck-on fault is detectasble level faults in Fig. 5(a). Nonetheless, there exists aSince eve stuck-on fault in a SOFT gate is correspondence between the test patterns for a stuck-at
detectable. the above lemma can be used to combine the fault and a pair of switch-level faults.
test set for stuck-open faults with that for stuck-on faults. fa
This leads to the following corollary:
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3 TEST SCHEMES FOR ADDITIONAL CIRCUITRY
C b The additional test circuitry for a fully testable

combinational circuit consists of inverting buffers and
C D blocking FETs. This circuitry must be checked before 3-

A~n pattern tests can be used to detect switch-level faults in
P P2Bthe remaining functional circuitry. Detecting stuck-open

P1P2 B Z faults in the additional circuitry is straightforward and
A Ni N3 C requires no additional test patterns. However, detecting

stuck-on faults in this circuitry is very difficult with only
functional test patterns.B N D input A stuck-at 0 It has been shown in (Iu 86] that additional test

Ca Nb patterns ae not necessary for detecting stuck-open faults
NI stuck-open; PI stuck-on. in the inverting buffers. A stuck-open fault in the

blocking FET Nb (Fig. 6(a)) is equivalent to a stuck-open
(b) fault in the pull-down network. Because it is necessary to

set input Cn to one and establish a conduction path in the
Figure S. A SOFT gae. (a)Switch-level representation pull-down network to provoke the stuck-open fault in Nb,

(b) Gate-level representation. this input pattern can also detect any stuck-open fault in
the conduction path. Therefore, if we generate a complete
test for every stuck-open fault in the pull-down network,

Lemma 2: For a SOFT gate, the test pattern that this test set will simultaneously detect the stuck-open fault
detects an input line i stuck-at fault is a T2 pattern for the in FET Nb. Similarly, a stuck-open fault in FET Pb is
switch-level faults in the FETs associated with line i. equivaent o a stuck-open fault in the pul-up network.

Proof. Assume the SOFT gate implements a Boolean
function f(x, x2. .. Xn). If a stuck-at zero fault exists
on input line xi of the gate-level representation, this fault current PWR current
corresponds to a stuck-open fault in the pull-down network monitor monitor
and a stuck-on fault in the pull-up network. The pull-down , b
network can be expressed by a transmission Mn(xl, Pb VddC b Vdd

x2 . ) that is equivalent to f'. The T2 pauem for the
stuck-open fault can be found by computing the Boolean Pib
difference of Mn, i.e. dMn/dxi [McCluskey 86]. From the Pib U-W
property of Boolean difference, U -

W Nib
dMn/dxi - df /dx i - df/dx i, *Nib

where the test pattern for a stuck-at fault on line xi can be Cn Nb
found from df/dxi. Therefore, the stuck-at fault pattern for Cn -Nb .N
line x- is the same as the '12 pattern for its associated GND
switch-'level faults.

If input line xi has a stuck-at-one fault, it will (a) (b)
correspond to a stuci-open fault in the pull-up network
and a stuck-on fault in the pull-down network. The pull-up Figure 6. Test schemes for additional circuitry.

network can be expressed as a transmission Mp(x'i, (a) Inverting buffers. (b) Blocking FETs.
x'2.-.- X'n) that is equivalent to f. However, for a fully
complementary gate, the pull-up network is a dual of the The scheme for testing stuck-on faults in an
pull-down network. Therefore inverting buffer is shown in Fig. 6(a). If FET Nib is stuck

on, we need to produce a zero at the inverting buffer input
Mp(x' I. X'2 ,., X'n)=[D(Mp(xl. x2 . . xn))]' _Mn', node U so that this faulty inverter will draw a large supply

currenL Node U can easily be set to zero by aplying an
where D(M) stands for the dual of transmission M. all-one pattern at the primary inputs of the CUT. Notice
To compute the T2 pattern 'or the stuck-open fault, we that the NFET stuck-on fault in every inverting buffer can
need to find the Boolean difference of Mp. From the be tested at the same time by seuin& the control input Cn
property of Boolean difference, to one, Cp' to zero and every functional primary input to

one. The PFET stuck-on fault in every inverting buffer
dMp(x' I , x' 2 ,..., X'n)/dx'i = dMn/dx' i - df/dx' i - df/dxi . can be tested similarly.

This current monitorin; scheme can also be extended
Therefore, a test pattern for the xi stuck-at one fault is the to detect a stuck-on fault in blocking FETs as shown in
same T2 pattern for its associated switch-level faults. Fig. 6(b). Assuming that two sets of power and ground

This lemma is true even if an input line controls lines are used: one for the SOFT gates and the other for
more than two FETs Detailed discussion is presented in the inverting buffers. If FET Pb is stuck-on, we apply a
[Liu 86bJ. primary input pattern which sets Cn to one, Cp' to zero

Q.E.D. and the remaining functional inputs to zero. Node U will
Based upon the result of this lemma, a gate-level, be set to one. Ihen control input Cp' is changed to one

stuck-at fault ATPG can be used to generate the T2 test and the voltage level at the PWR line is decreased from 5
patterns for switch-level faults in a SOFT gate. The volts to 2.5 volts. If FET Pb is stuck-on, the voltage
ability to use a gate-level ATPG will greatly speed up the levcl at node U will follow the voltage decrease at the
process of test generation for CMOS circuits. PWR line. This intermediate voltage will cause the

%I



succeeding inverting buffer to draw a very large current
from its power supply. This large leakage current can be [Liu 86bJ Liu, D., and E.J. McCluskey, "Design CMOS
detected by a current monitor. Similarly. by stressing the Combinational Circuits for Switch-level Teability."
voltaie level at the GND line, a stuck-on fault at any Tech. Report, Center for Reliable Computing. Stanford
blocking FET Nb can be detected. University, Stanford, CA, to be published in 1986.

4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS [LS 85] LSI Logic Corp. CMOS Macrocell Manual,
Many ATPGs use a switch-level circuit model to Milpitas, CA, July 1985.

accommodate CMOS stuck-open and stuck-on faults.
However, the model's effectiveness is limited. As an (Lusky 85] Lusky, S., and T. Sridhar, "Detectable CMOS
alternative, this paper proposes a design technique to Faults in Switch-level Simulation," Proc. 1985 Int. Test
enhance the testability of CMOS combinational circuits. Conf., pp. 875-883, 1985.

This technique consists of implementing
combinational circuits with specially designed gates [McCluskey 81] McCluskey,EJ. and S. Bozorgui-Nesbat,
(SOFT gates) and inserting an inverting buffer after every "Design for Autonomous Test," IEEE Trans. Computer,
SOFT gate with a non-primary output. A 3-pattern test Vol. C-30, pp.866-875. Nov. 1981.
scheme can then be used to detect the switch-level faults
in this circuit structure. These 3-pattern tests can be [McCluskey 86] McCluskey, EJ., Logic Design Principles -
generated by a gate-level ATPG for stuck-at faults and they with emphasis on Testable Semcustom Circuits, Prentice-
cannot be invalidated by stray circuit delays. Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 1986.
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